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Company: Tate and Lyle

Location: Netherlands

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Tate & Lyle is a producer of starch, glucose and liquid low-calorie fibers for both the food

and paper industries. The Engineering department is responsible for carrying out technical

(CAPEX/investment) projects within the Koog aan de Zaan plant.

The department is led by the Engineering Manager and consists of Project managers,

Project engineers (mechanical), Field supervisors, Process control engineers, Process

engineers and E&I engineers.

The Role

As the Senior Process Engineer you will be responsible for providing technical expertise to

ensure that the operation produces a product that meets all quality, cost, and efficiency

requirements. You will initiate, develop and optimize new and existing production

processes and supervise the introduction of new processes for new products/auxiliary

materials.

Design and development of new processes

You will lead the introduction and implementation of a new process or product and/or

ingredient within the organization, making adjustments where necessary in consultation with

multiple project stakeholders.

Leading in the field of process technology during the start-up phase of projects

Arranging and supervising the execution of test and trial productions with the production

management and ensuring that they are supervised

Supervise and supervise the implementation process of a new product/improvement
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proposals

Take the lead in choosing equipment and process parts and checking process parts chosen by

others for functional accuracy

Implementation

You will be leading the introduction and implementation of a new process or product within

the organization, making adjustments where necessary in consultation with those involved

Leading in the field of process technology during the start-up phase of projects

Arranging and supervising the execution of test and trial productions with the production

management and ensuring that they are supervised

Checking process layout during the construction phase

Supervise and supervise the implementation process of a new product/improvement

proposals

Feasibility

You will be conducting feasibility studies of proposed potential products or production methods

and drawing up specifications for new products, defining equipment to be used, drawing up

process regulations, working methods, etc. Eventually set up and execute pilot production

after approval

Reporting

Ensuring analysis of the (test and trial) results based on objectives

Preparation and management of mass and energy balances, PFDs and P&IDs of

new/existing processes according to the applicable standards and regulations.

What you’ll have

HBO+

At least 10 years of experience in a similar position

Chemical-technological backgroundKnowledge of the food industry is an advantage

Analytical approach to processes and improvements

Problem solving mindset, the ability to identify evidence-based solutions



What you’ll get

We are a beautiful, international production company with an inspiring ambition: 'Transforming

lives through the science of food'. With our ingredients we contribute to healthy foods

Secondary employment conditions, such as: training and career opportunities, € 750

personal development budget, lifetime contribution, travel allowance, 25 vacation days,

end-of-year allowance.

Good pension scheme

Tate & Lyle is an equal opportunity employer, committed to the strength of an inclusive

workforce.
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